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Interview with ~obert ~ o ses
Cambridge, r~ . assachuset ts
Aut;ust 15, 1983
John Dittmer:

I.et me just beGin by telling you vvhat I am doing specifically now. I am doinG this overall study of the movement
in l'::ississippi which I want to start in about the midfifties with the I::rovm decision, the 2mrnett Till case,
the activities of people like 11-mzie j,·, oore and kedt;ar .C.vers
and c .c . Bryant . And then moving through the mover.1ent into
' 64 and 1 65-- I think spending a (;Ood deal of time in the
period post-Freedom Summer. I am very much interested ir.
what Larry Goodviyn calls "the received culture" and how it
had an impact upon social movements. I am interested in
the rise of the moderates such as Hedding Carter and others,
their relationship with the Johnson administration; the
poverty pror;ram; the point at which economics and poli-:ics
intersect . And eventually leading to-- well I thin}.: I am
going to end it around, the formal part, around 1968.
!~ow more immediately I am working on two papers . Cne
on which I thought was going to be on CO?O generally . :tout
I have narrowed that dmm considerably to a totally
different topic and that is what I call, "',ilhe Ordeal of
r.:edgar Evers. Lookint; at kedgar s life in I~;ississippi,
his relationship with other groups , the Jackson movement ,
its decline, and sor~ of lookine at internal politics
there as well as tryine to figure out more about the
Kenned~r administration and the role it played . The other
paper I didn 't realize I was going to be giving un til
just this week (laughter). Clay Carson and I have proposed
a session at the Organization of American i{istorians
Convention on ~ississippi in 1 64. 7hey forGot to notify
me about it-- my topic is ~cComb . And of course it was
good to make contacts in 1.1cGomb but since I didn 1 t think
there was any urgency I didn 1 t talk to h'!r. Bryant, uot in
detail .
So what I would like to do if it is all right today is
to sort of focus rather specifically on fucComb , on a
couple of matters that I think that touch with interorganizational cooperation and rivalry. A.ll.d you know I
have an agenda and we could go on for hours but I don't
wa.'1t to take up too much of your time. And I hope that
maybe sometime in the future we might get back together
·again as I learn more a..'!.d have more questions. ;.;,o with that
introduction which did not need to be on tape (laughter),
l e t me jus t ask you whe ther in 1961 when you went i n to
j.,c 8 omb you were aware that you were moving into an area
of the state where white resistm1ce was likely to be the
most violent or whe ther it was a matte r of beine; invited
i n and going?
II

1
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Bob l'•:oses:

t·!ell I don't, I am not conscious of as early as '61 having
that distinction in mind. And I am not sure in light of
later events that it is correct. You know that that is the
area where white res.istance is most, or was likely to be
most violent. Eut basically I went, 1"ou know, at-Amzie's
SU&gestion with no real idea about distinction 1n eeocraphical are-as 1n !.1ssissippi. I didn' "t have 1n my mind then
the distfnct1on the ~ion economy and the small farm
ovmine; subsister).ce kind of economy that you would find in
the southv:est (part of l1.ississippi). It is true however
that-- and when he had got started in I::ccomb and people
came in from ~:al thall county and Amite cour!ty, the people
in !. cSomb did indicate and very strongly that Amite county
was an area, a county where we would encounter violent
opposition.
·
I guess that went from the local black leadership that
we were W?rking with to .•• he was the son of the person who
ovmed the local paper there, the kcComb I;;nterprise?

a

J

Dittmer:

Emmerich.

se s:

Because he had talked to me, you know, interviewed me a
couple of times, when we·were just starting out. I guess
we had been there about a couple of weeks when we took some
people dovm to register. He came dovm and we talked with him.
~o that is true, that is within that area, the whole southwest area of ~:ississippi, they identified themselves, people
there identified themselves Amite county as a particularly
deeply violent center of resistance. As opposed to sa~'
::althall (county). 3o it wasn't just the rural areas as
opposed to r.;ccomb, but particular pockets •.•. at least in
people's minds.

Dittmer:

".ies. I misspoke on the question. I was thinking of southr;est
r.assissippi as a."l. enti t~l· t,:ould that apply do you think as
being the toughtest place to crack in L.is~issippi? Or is
there a distinction that should be made?

r~·io

~.ell, I came to make a distinction between what seemed to
me be more orgard._zed violenca_as.--opposed. to_local_Jli t and
miss vTolence. But I am not sure now-- I think probablj ___
-evTaeri"c·e· mit"Sht be lool~ed for which might indicate that
clearly. Dut.most or all of the violence in Kississippi
WQ.S organized and dealt with throur~h the political admininstration ~1d the various organized cilizen's groups. So it
became very. clear that the highway patrol was an arm of
the resistance, that is that their function was to track,
keep a close guard on civil rishts ac~ivity. ~hat certainly
was clear when you ·took people to register and it was the
highuay patrol that interceded.
·

1
Dittmer:

Right.

Tiiose s:

And it seems to me it ,.,as only the failure of the higlw:a~J"
patrol to effectively deter coT-inc to the courthouse, that
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J,j o s e s

( c on t • ) is when we had that incident where I was arrested and
there was that call to the .Justice Department and t!1e case
carne to nothine;. I refused to pay the fine and all that.
So then the next time we had the violence done by a local
citizen (Eilly Caston) who was nevertheless connected. up
to the political apparatus. Billy Caston who was connected
with (E.~I.) ~urst who was a state representative in terr11s
of some kind of blood. relation.
I think looking back that if the highway patrol had
been able to deter or if they thour;ht it would b2 effective,
they might have continued with that.

Dittmer:

Right .

l\.oses:

.Sut that it was only v:hen that was clearly not going to be
effective because then you had to contend with the Justice
Department that I thinlc-- in my mind anyway-- that moved it
to this next level. ~ ou know I was-- r~·aylor Branch was in
here last week, . I don't knovv if you know of him?

Dittmer:

;: 0.

r:.oses:

!;e is a journalist based out of :.-ashington ana 1s \·vri tin& a
book on King ru1d dealing with the ·united States as a whole
in the era which King lived in, took off from '54 to 'ci~,
about the same .Period that you are talking about.

Dittmer:

Hight.

koses:

:2ut he did some research at the Johnson l·ibrary and there
is an interview there with-- that is with }resident ~Tohnson
Library ·with Faul Johnson. Eave you seen that?

Di ttrner:

Yes, I have that. Amazing interview. I sort of i~terpreted
that mean as just absolutely crazy or senile when he was
giving it, but really revealing in terms of just the irltransigence of the moderate Paul Johnson. bliat was his angle!'

~.:oses:

he was particularly struck by the conversation around
the murder of .3chwerner, Goodman, and Chaney and the pretty
much out and out statement by Johnson that he knew of the
plans, but that to take these workers out of the jail and
to work them over. Eut that the plans had gotten, gone
wrong.·

Dittmer:

I don't recall that, it might have been ••. I am sure that
I would, I thi!lk I would have had I . • • .

~·:ell,

l.:ell, he v:as saying tLat he was, apparently the guy, the
interviewer went over this point wi t1-. him a couple of times
and asl~ed him is this what you are saying. ~\.re you sa~ring
that you actually knew ahead of time that they ·were goine;
to take these boys out. i·ecause what he was saying v.ras that
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koses (cont.):

the plan was to rough up Schwerner.

Dittmer:

rtight, I had heard that.

I\.oses:

:t.ut the::1 it went, it got, you k.1.ow, the plan got, went
astray because one of the patrolmen, whoever it was, was
drunk or whatever and went too far. But the idea that
at the level of the government that this was takint; place
•..• And it also reminds me of something that one of
the writers that came through told me in 1 64. :nm t was
his name, a novelist?

Dittmer:

Joh..YJ. Eershey'?

r.:oses:

Ho.

Dittmer:

I just saw something that iiershey did in the paper.

f;: oses:

~ut

Dittmer:

Ch, Robert fenn :.:arren?

I• ·oses:

Yeah, ~'to bert l-enn ~:n.rren. Ee wrote that article on
"?wo for ~):. cc," ar~d you lmow the book. And when he came
throue;h and interviewed he was tellinG me that he had
just come from Jo:r.nson 1 s office and Johnson had this
hur:e mounted picture of me in his office, thi3 big, blO\'vTI
up photo.

)

he lives up there in the same

Dittmer:

I think I have heard that.

rr:oses:

But it seems that-- I mean the thing is that it seems
that in i1.ississippi the opposition was really organized
at the state level. ~~d so therefore the distinction
between southwest as beLne_the hardest versus the velta-it really-- I am not sure of - what value that 1.-s .--

Dittmer:

It is a e;ood point I thinl~. Back to Governor Johnson-one of' the things that I found in the Johnson, Lyndon
Johnson library is that Lyndon Jolmson was courting
Paul Johnson throughout this period '64- 1 66. Just records
of telephone conversations, letters, sending him COfies
of· pens that Johnson used to sign various bills. I have
a theory that once it was possible for the national
administration to hook up with the state administration
on a level where they could talk, then it became much
more difficult for civil rights forces-- this is sort
of '64-'65-- to act because the ground had really shifted.
It was one ~hing when you were dealing with a (doss)
Barnett whoP'! the candidates thougi1t they could deal with
and couldn't, and another thing to deal with the Joroson
or his successors, ',.'ho understood each other-- the two
Johnsons d:.d. And all the while I found in both the "'-
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:Ui ttmer (cont.): KennedJr. and Johnson Libraries that Eastland and particularly Stennis were instrumental in at least in terms of
discussions that went on. I don't know what the discussions were, but .:>tennis during the Kennedy administration would be called in times of every crisis. ~Je was ·
making comments privately on things like school dese6recation in the mid-sixties, "~;ell you have 'done okay up
until now. but don't push it any further." ti.'hile his
public stance of course would be that of an
opposition. It was interesting going throur;h the lo;s
of Johnson's office durinc; Atlantic City. And as you know
the man was obssessed by the Challenge, althouc:;h he
doesn't even mention it in his memoirs. Of the people he
was calling. Eastland. 1Uchard Russell. Connally. Ever~J
body in the entire southern tier of the democracy. In
all of this I don't have any record of his ever having
contacted a:n.y movement leader or ru1y black leader
surrounding the challenge.
So I, although I don't see a link up in terril3 of
organized violence on the federal level, I think that
once you get to the point where you have a cooperative
relationship to a decree between state aYld federal
authorities then it becorees a lot stickier. ~1d then
I see for exa~ple the federal government moviLE; to defeat
-;-,;;F after the election, after Atlantic City. You see
Dous ::inn who vms a r.;reenville attorney v.;ho was rslated
to Johnson really taking the lead and undermining ;':i)},
CDl~i._. Eodding Carter coming in, Aaron ~~enry makh;.c the
mvi tch. And you have a whole nev: aliE:;nment that it is
the service of the :Ueraocratic larty. I have made that
speech. lA/hat do Jrou ti1ink about that as a whole thesis?
r~~oses:

11-<.

I'

.a
•
Dittmer:

\iJell, yeah, that vras clear I think at the convention.
That there was a move . The thing_ that the i'·:Ovemen t uad
~o:oing for it, par.:t_icularly before, v.p un t1I tne
c~ention was a u:r1i ty amant. the blac_k _population about.
the program and tlle-p-goals. Ana· that was shattered a. t
~£te conventi oif, -Alia I think that tl1ere was a basis for
a different kirid of unity emerging after the conventior1.
~ut that was taken over by the group that you just
mentioned, the pe011le that the federal government was ·
interested in wo~king with in the state. 0hich I don't
think ·just included the state administration, but also
included certain foundations and the churches. All people
who were associated with the administration durinc; the
civil riehts struggle and really formed the coalition
the.t put forth say the I.':arch on v~ashington in '6J and
. was the backbone of the civil rights bill. Those groups
t/prior to '64 did not have an avenue for workinc in the
state.

'f.:.

Right.
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l\ioses:

And pretty much whatever they wanted to do they had to do
throush the movement if . they wanted to have any presence
there at all. But it was after '64 that these groups saw
that.there· was an openine; for working directly with black
people. And they moved in to do that.
They didn't move in-- there wasn't when ••• in their
idea a ~ovement . idea. That is the mgyement idea I think
' would have been to pull tog;e:ther the co::·o base around as
a statewide orgru1ization arQund the var~pus poverty programs.
~he l~ead .::>tart procrams, the economic programs, and so forth.
And try to build a grass roots organization which would
really run these programs. but that was-- we were cut off
from that. I mean those program.s were started before we
even knew about them. People had moved in and set up, you
know, the arrangments and everything. A:nd we were presented
with just somethin~ that is already started ru1d goine.
So there clearly was a move to bvpass the movament in
this shWiDG o~ tne _terra.ln int:o.. the_q_e__ _pr_Q_grc;ms_._T.bat v.:as
at the _:time very disconce~ting beca".lse it involved people
that we .had worked with------

Dittmer:
r.;oses:

fl.l Lowenstein?
nD
(1....,VO(

Al, no. Because Al was not involved in that too mv.ch. Jo}m
kardis, a valid case in point because John and I were friends.
We had met, he was up at Harvard at that'time. ~e had met
through his roommate v:ho was Gu:i.do Goldman,

Dittmer:

~·:hose

r.~oses:

:~ell,

Di ttrner:

I

name keeps coming up in - - - - - - - - - · I don't
know much about him.

Guido was a very close friend of Belafonte. Arid I met
Guido first at a fundraiser that J:lelafonte gave at his
house, which was quite early, it was right after rf.cC omb.
And I guess Guido through his father had a lot of contacts.
Because his father was a I guess big figure in the whole
Jewish international movement a.;.1d Israel. And I guess if I
understand right he did negogiate at the reparations with
Germany. So Guido had wide contacts and was interested in
helping the movement and because he was around the sarne age
there was some understanding. And John and he Here roomint;
together. And John al:Jo had contacts with foundation gra1t
circles.
=.ut it was ,John that came dovm to head up CO:?O when it
first started.
didn't realize that. CO?O?

!.. oses:

Dittmer:

CDGk.
Gil:!.:.

(~oses

Dittmer:
lioses:

That was curve (laughter).

~r:~hen

it first started. And I guess the thing that hnrt
we didn't knO\'I-.§!1yhting about · it being set up, I
mean until~ just happened to meet nim once a't the. Jackson
airport. i:e was there and it was, you know, alread~r in place.
So I mean that at the time was disconcerting and it really
meant that the other foundation on which the movement could
have regained its unity I think in the state was taken out
from under . • . .

~at

.
>f
. Dittmer:
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That is interesting because of course CDG~ proved to be too
unmanageable for the national adr.lini3tration after a time.
And there has always been that ambivalence there depending
on where you are looking at CDG~ - , whether it was far too
radical or whether as you say it was sort of put in place
to pre-empt the movement taking over. Certainly what I have
been focusing on is the creatiol) of f,lAF , kiss is sippi Action
for Froe;re3s, which succeeded CDGI\: and had as its leadership
the same group of people who would be the political leadership of the new Loyalist Party. And these two thi:He;s w~;;ra
sort of overlapping, coinciding together. And I .suspect that
that was part of the grand design too.
I have a report, m1 in-hquse repo::..~t that Curtis Cans of
l8!\. did in the fall · of '64 after making a tou1~, maybe early
'85, of r.:ississippi. And he tal1:s about, you know, from the
liberal point of view isolating PDF; wanting to build,
establish sorr.e sort of beachhead in the state and then at
the sane time you can't go out into a11 all out attack on \'!hat
is goin~ on. I suspect that this sort of strategy was present
in . a number of different so-called liberal forums.
':en!-. . I f-;uess ·the thing, the other thing was that it probably
is not possible for people to -- the way the politics works-~_g __al_lovl a.;.'LJ.!1de_pendent party___like say_if-.L·'Dl:._was_ .tryin£ to
_be c o:rr..ple te ly inde-Qenden.:r_-=.-oi'__the ....0.emocr?::_t~c l-arty_:-_-_ al:ls>~·:
that to be orr:anizing and at the same time allov: the people
011o are 1n it to be· part of -The- mec1ian:tsnr-f'or &a:i the Head
~t programs an.·d---the':Ja-r on FoverTy- programs and so forth.
':L'i1at-even Just sort orcomihg-u:p- with--a - new hat,- I-me-an they
all became the people that •••• I mean I guess that j-ust
in terms of just the way that politics works in this co1.mtry
(that) OJ)_Q_e you stake down au_)~l'}_de.peJl~~n_t __poli t_icaL .pos_i tion
you pretty well ellmipate<Ly_QJ.H.'.§_~J..f from partie ipa tion in
tn:IS---otrierk:maof activity. . ·

Dittmer:

.
*

':::he analocy that I find m:,.•self coming back to time and at;ain
is that of the Populists who were trying to engage in a
democratic movement and were trying to get economic viability
as well as establishing r..erw ideas politic ally. And with t i1eir
cooperative idea ru,d ho~ that was d~feated first of all by
the bankers and the marci1.ants and later when they went· through

(~oses
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Dittmer (cont.): the J.aea of the sub-'1-reasury where the .f ederal government
step in, and how that was defeated politically. And I
. ail ·seeing some sort of connections in terms of social
movements in this country. (3reak) Techniques being used
to co-opt rr:ore than destroy. That through co-Qptation
to diffuse the movement for radical social cha.'1(.;e. And
at the srune time to brinG that group of people into
the mainstrear.1. As the uemocra ts were able to do for
a time · with the Populists in the 1090's.
I don't know, I have a lot of work to do. but I am
seeing links that connect various movements and various
ways in which they are counter-acted ,by the dominant
culture in our society.
·
·
Moses:

Yeah. A lot-- of course the other problem was that at
that point 3iiCC was caught up in its own il1ternal problems. So the kind of, the eners;~r that was needed to even
try to focus, that you would have to brine to focus on
hi~sissippi at that time was lacking.

Dittmer:

~alkine

with Dave Dennis while in I:;ississippi, shortly,
a couple of days after the I..cComb meetinc;. And we were
talldng about that period after Atlantic City and he
was speaking of his disillusio.r.ment with the process.
And I asked him why he decided to leave the · stat2. He
said simply that he idn' t knO'.\' vlna t to do. 2.'ha t he had
decided that nonvioler.. ce v,ras not the ansv1er but that he
was not personally inclined to go the other way. · e
talked about beinG burned out. I think you would probably aeree that t1·1e departure of various :il!CC and CO.ill
people like 0ennis and yourcelf and \.illie 1-eacock for
av1hile and otters left a vacuum in h.ississippi. Looking
back on that and with the internal problems that ShCC
was having, do you think that . you would have done it any
differently had you-- an ahistorical question-- !1ad you.
knoYm what was goir1g to happen in the period winterspring 1964-' 65? Did you feel that in leaving i.. ississip;>i
that you would help foster the kind of indigenious leadership in the communities that would be prepared to do
battle with these kinds of forces that we have been talki:::1g about.
·

:r.-1oses:

1·.:e:J_l, the problem I, I mean what had arisen within ShCC
and within the work h1 h:ississippi was the question about
local decision-making.

Di ttrner:

:tight.

r.:os es:

And it might have l>een possible to stay on just aG a
presence in Lississippi and. v:ai t thincs Oilt to seE: v:hat
would develop. It v;asn' t p·ossible to stay on anymore as
a state, leading a state leadershi~ role without usurpin~
anct really kind of undercuttinG thJ.s notion of locaT,----the
ilJ1_pOr"ta.l1CF-oi'--pe-op-lc,-l-ocal people takint onlead-e rship •
--- --

-~-

(~oses

Dittmer:
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This came up in connection with FD:r·?
Yeah, ~~vas then head of the }"DP and they were movi:(te
very,~as a lot of motion around FD}. And I disa~reed
~i th the strategy (that) was f~r th~ID:..=._ and that is 1Nhere
this question comes into play because there was no wa~r to
X' take that disat:reement to the people v.rithout clashine; with
(\ ~uyot at that point.
.
E.asically they ·w~re following the natio
O "l~ar:1s
pro::;rams r;eared at a 21atl ona
eve -- the Congresf'ional
Challene;e (of 1965) -:-"'~Y feeling was tha~--they :needed, · v1e
needed to "retrench and nm·; let the party (?0F) l:.ave
established domain for itself-- that it peeded to just
basically do basic organizing in ~he state.
· -

Dittmer:

r.oses:

'l'here is a related question there as far as direction and
sort of wantin~ to be within the mainstream of the i.iemo cratic !arty in terms of it3 support for Joimsor~ and
:=umphre.y . I belie·:e at one tir.1e I recall reading sor.1ethinc
that you had said that F~F you believed should be indepe~d~
ent of the national part~r.
Richt, yeah they werE, that another problerr., another question
::r mean. :~r.d J r.;uess partly v;as ldnd of brouE)1t trp around
the .::;onr:;ressional .Challer~Ges too because you were calli11t;:
upon the liberal parts of the Party to ••.• I felt at that
-v;.. time that we should try to establish a political part~r
?\. which was d"U1ill"e .of-the DemocraTic 1 ar Ly ana do it by local
oiT, cers, that is begln at th~r-r-everr- m-elee Lj_:1r_:,
•
people, btdldin~ the party like that.
J:;ut a~ain I felt that the othar ~rlnc ipal was more
~important. I mea~ the principal about leaderslDLp and of
1\ the .people who are at the local level noving and assuming
leadership ro~ds. ~o there was no way to do that. ~u1d then
the other outlet was a cl-osed door, that was ti1ese economic

)(

~

Dittmer:
f•-

.i'•. OSeS:

pro:::;rams. I certainly- \~ciuld. have I ·tnink mova to reestablish

-these econond.G ·:prog:ra;ms. r· tnlnK those v:er--e;-that woula--n-aYe been a leei timatE: area that people co-vld .
clearly see ar1d would have been separate from the political
activity of FDr . 3o that you would;:.'t have ~ i:Jf people
feelin? tr!J:.eate1~
·
Eut without i.hat kind of very concrete program then to
re~stablish COFO you would have had two probleos; one
would have been PDP, they would have felt threatened and
2) -~~o-~1<! _.!.1<?-ve be~n __.A~rorl_ Eenr;' s role.

co....,o

ar..nn~1d

Rir;ht.
Because Aaron was a key person in CO?O so unless there was .
a clear program aro]). :.•.d whj ch you could unify Uiaron) ::enry
anaever;yorie --else, then I think it would hav"1:!-n-e-en diffi- --:cult.

---
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Dittmer:

I vmuld like to go in to that a little . bit more, ttds whole
questio:n of sort of the traditional leadership in the state
3Jlmbolized by Aaron C ~ enr,y)' r:,edgar Evers, c .c . .Dryant,
~teptoe and others. ', ell let me just get back to l .. c.::or.-; b and
use that as a:r: e::;~a:mple. I have done a lot of v;ork in t11e
r:.\J'.Cl papers at the l,ibrary of Concress. Ar.d wheli you moved
into r..cc omb LedGar Evers in one of his early reports said
· that in effect that he was disapp~in ted, that you had come
in without his knov;ledge: and this v;as a charge that v1as oeing
leveled in Jackson as well, that you were sort of u1~derminine;
local !~i'..ACP influence in the area, that your people were
seduc ine-- he did..YJ.' t use that word-- the youth, brin&i:: lg them
into the, where they felt a lot closer to SI'·:Cc then they did
the I:A.ttCP,

r: oses:

Db you knO\'.r vvhen he 'Nrote that?

!:Ji ttr.J.er:

was in early October of 1961. It was I think after you
had been arrested, before he came dOMl or about the time
that he came do•sn to address the (!.. ccornb) hit;h school students_
I gue3s.

roses:

~hich

:0i ttmer:

Yes.

r.'.ose s:

·:!ell,

Dittmer:

Let me jv.st sz.y one thi:li.g. I think v:i th kedc;ar v1ha t I lta ve
seen is his ar.1bivalence of his beGinrd.ng as of-- I see him
as verv an~ry yount; man. I know from correspondance that the
(:~AAC:l· ) national office was constantly pressuring him to
discoura~e other move~ents in the state. noine back to the
Rer;ional Council of :i:egro Leadership which was a Grou.p out
of r.~ OlLlt Bayou in. the early fifties. ire
ed.t;ar) proposed . a
merger vvith that, .:tub:'/ '. urle;y- said no ·we won't do tha·G,

~his

was after the walkout.

I

think •..

u.

r: ose s:

'l'hat was when Amzie was vice-president at that time.

Dittmer:

Later on \':ith scr,c~, a letter, that is '58 or so, where I-~edgar
is sayir1g that they had been wanting to establisl-:. an operation in Jackson, I have been discouraging it • .::>o I see that
you lmow the politics of bureaucracy mie;ht be at worl~ in one
sense, that he is tellir1g the national office what they want
to hear ...1!·1d yet at the same time I sense that he may have
been threatened by your operation. And I wonder if you could
shed some lic;ht on this7 '·..'hen you had your early co~1versations
v:i th Amzie l.:oore . and C .c. Br;yant was the question of state
J.: AACr he ..:;emony brout;ht vp, vtere they, did you have any idea
the.:; were .keeping l.. edgar informed or caying that this is,
we really shouldn't be bothering with this7 :Go :.:ou recall
ar..y sort of conversation t11ere?

koses

(8-15-SJ) p.ll

Yes, there was. In fact 'J.1aylor Branch had some correspondance
betv1een Jane (.Ste£:1bridfe) and myself.
Dittmer:

Yes .
I don't know if you have seei-. this.

Dittmer:

I haven't. ·.:i·!ere is that?

r-::oses:

It is at the

Di ttrner:

I missed that sonehow.

r.oses:

I think he said in Box 17. Thero is a box with most of--

JCL~

library.

obviously there is other st,_lff in it-- but has mostly
stu;ff'.

:H ttmer:

':'his. is in the s::J,c papers?
~~-ell

c· i ttJ.ner:

fllY

Ol~ay·,

there in the ;_;;::::G papers in the ; ;S]./.]

...

okay. :..:o ti.1a t will be on microfilm then. You knou tJ.!e

:"X CC papers are on microfiln novv. In fact they are at

Harvard where I have Leen readinG

the~.

r·.r.oses:

Oh, Ckay.

0i ttr.;er:

I a--:: just

r.:oses:

And there is a reference in one of the letters that I wrote

no~'.'

cettin; into that.

c~o

ahead.

to Jaiie somewhat t!1ere but I reraember the context about the
and Amzie's attitude about the : ...:iACl·. Lecause .-u-.1zie
was a leader in t11e state rAACl , but he was th~ onl~_ade~
~n the state t1LQ._t I _met_ who .. \vas-wJJlin~ to welcolme the
~tudents a11~__i.tC.C and wo~k--with._trwrr:_ 6p~:tll~'-·~_9.;;·1 -this-klij._4_ of
p~oJect, aEd invite tJJ.e_m, And he -~~d~~ted ~hat-;- you· ~~ov;,
.tne rest _9_f -~he_. state v1as-not, tne readerslup was not ln
"E:"t.fppoi.--E- of this. And when-- but there ·.vas any when I went
back-- that war:: in • 60-- and when I v1ent back in '61 there
wasn't any indication on his part that he had been called
or anythi!lt; like that. I do~' t t:r..ink people in general
k:nev1 anything about it anyriay because there had been no
real plans or publicity.
Eut then on the other hand he was not takin6 me dov:n to
IJl_:et 2v.§.rS you ki}_ow. And piwpl e wou.l..~~~9-~1~ _-t;ake m('
to :meet peo,P-le that he lmew ru1d considered as ready to rr.ov~
ru~cr-vTIJJJnc tn v·ark basic_ally ••·~1 thout:;h, I . mean we \ttouldu-also !ileet people, you l::nov.' that we would talk abo1.i.t aftcr;·:ards ruJ.d sa~·, ;you knov1, I ara i.:ot sure where this l)ersor1 is
r;oin.G to be. And some of these :people: VlOUld be i · ;,_:;r people,
a lot of them \'Tou.ld be r:.:~!:...Cl· peo-ole. :ecause it is certah1ly
true that the stron.'!est peoul-e ir the state uretty . much
\"lere ~ mean in one .wa;:: or another __..:_;...:-i_::;f. •JO, but -:;ten ::: . C •
:.ryant \~·rot_e_ i'..mz"Ie because of the Jet article. And he wrote
j';f~AC~

•
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Moses · ( con t • ) :

Amz ie as a fellow NAACP person. Although it was· clear
from the article that is was not an NAACP project.

Dittmer:

Yeah.

Moses:

I mean the article was labeled as a SNCC projec·t. So Bryant
certainly knew that it wasn't a NAACP project. Bryant's
problem came when the sit-ins and the demonstrations
began and then he turned against u~. And I think ~t
probably opened~he way for Medgar to write that kind of
report. Because Bryant-- I am not sure when the meeting-but Bryant went to Jackson. to ask the NAACP ••• . to
·
condemn the SNCC operation, to have it moved out. Steptoe
and Arnzie (Moore) and some other people befriended it and ·
so that was not successful, they couldn't get the state
group as a whole to condemn it. So that kind of knocked
the wind out of any real effort to isolate us. Because
it would be difficult for Medgar with such a small
operation that he had to go against the real feelings of
his key people around the state.
And Bryant was speaking but he was not-- I mean there
were people like (Webb) Owens from McComb who went up and
defended us, so it wasn't as though it was, Bryant was
representing the united front. So I think probably that is
~he context in which Medgar wrote that report.

Dittmer:

You mentioned that the direct action-- the demonstrations,
the sit-ins, arrests, expelling kids from school-- was
what triggered that kind of thing. What were your reactions
when Marion Barry and (Charles) Sherrod came in to town
with their program for direct action.

Moses:

Well, I was not personally enthusiastic. And my problem
was that, ~!lneari !-didn't think that it would have done,
I didn't think it was a program. I mean, and I was right
on that.

·· ni ttmer:
Moses:

Right.
You know it was a one, one event thing, it was nat something that th.e-.m())l-EHnent-e-GuJ.d-s.ustain....~_Q_n___!_l:J.~-_Q!l~ --~d
I would never had initiated it. On the other hand within
_SRcc-:-::-you..JlaO.the- open-kl.nd-of ciiscussi-on--some cases
dissension-~--about nonviolence, direct action versus
voter registration. It was~~important in terms of the
unity, building the unity within SNCC to give free access
to Marion and to-- this was Marion who came by himself
first to set up the workshops-- to ' our people to see what
to do •
And then it was important for the young people, Hollis
(Watkins) and Curtis (Hayes) who had been working on the
.vote and who had gotten frustrated-- to do something them-

in

•
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Moses (cont.):

selves. I mean they had been, yoti know, they couldn't
vote, they couldn't register, they were not old enough.
And they were faced with the intransigence of the adults.
They were itching to do something themselves, so it was
important in that sense, it was a release for them.
And on that score I couldn't have any objections and
! didn't. I mean as long as you had local people who
wanted to carry the burden and the action, then it would
seem to me you were moving forward. So on that score I
was glad to see them have a chance to get into something
that they were enthusiastic about. So then they had that
· sit-in. And then they were tried and so forth.
But the school walk-out then, it was clear that I
had to participate because my identification with the
movement and the students and with Hollis and Curtis and
so forth. I mean (laughter) tfley were asking me well ar~
~~~g_to go?~And it was clear from the way that tney
were asking that it was important to them that I go, that
I participate with them. Not just (Charles) McDew and
people that they really didn't know who were coming in
for the demonstration.
And I didn't have a problem with doing that. It was
not something again that I would have done, initiated, it
wasn't something that •••• I guess primar~~y_because .it
:wasn..!.-t-p-rogramatic'f- _you know~~t _th_~!.l ~ t___~as h~:l:pful
because it stimulated a lot-- of people. And that enthusiasm
and stimulation, we were able then to translate back into
the voting program which tends to _get_y.e:;-y drea;r-y. lrJe
were krio-crking~on..·-tne --croor-t:;___arid·- -all of that. so that you
you could get people, more people out to meetings, to
discuss; t_he_c_9~un~ ~y-~as .- aroused be_cause of the children '.s
involvement. Then you could ask them to support them in
way ~n which they could support them •. So it turned out
that you could use both avenues to support each other.
That the voting program which in a sense was your entr~
into the community-- out of that and the frustration of
it we get Hollis and Curtis willing now to go and have a
sit-in, where as I don't know if they would have been
willing to just cold turkey if we had just come in with
that idea.

a

I
Dittmer:
·· Moses:

Right.
That they would have emotionally been ready to do something
like that. And then out of that we aroused the whole other
community and feeding that-en~rgy back~~h~ting .
program ~d getting more students::_·I-mean because you got
also students who ca.nle-to work in the office around the
voting program after they had cione the demonstration. So
·with that we picked up some workers and community interest.
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Dittmer:

I think that, although I don't, in fact I just met him ror
the first time in McComb and I am going, and he has agreed
to talk with me. I think that his career is a very
interesting one. I am sort of picking it up in this period
post '65, post '64. And Harry Bowie is on the scene and
they are fighting battles. And Bryant is sort of being
regarded-- through letters at least-- as not an Uncle Tom
certainly, (but) compromising too much. And yet I have
read the correspondance that he was turning out at this
point to the mayor and the school board, all sorts of
officials across the board. Very strongly pointing out,
you know, where they were not living up to their agreements and what needed to be done. And I think that this is
a role-- I don't have a handle on it yet-- but this is a
role in Mississippi that I think needs to be explored
more fully.
I think you brought that out in McComb when at the
beginning of your remarks you mentioned the names of a
number of people who were instrumental in putting up
money so . that you could continue operation. And I guess
this leads me to a larger perhaps related question. An~
that is the question of class within the movement. Sort
of broadly defined as people who are established; who
have, certainly not wealthy but (have) an income that
would enable them to have certain benefits and to have a
lot more to lose. I am dealing with this within the Jackson
movement that (John) Salter and Medgar and Ed King were
involved in. But people like R.L.T. Smith for example, I
guess you were his (unofficial campaign manager). (Break)

Dittmer:

••• (T)he Kennedy administration that got people out of
the streets. And I found some evidence so far to back that
up, not as much as I want but the the NAACP files are
remarkably fair when it comes to those final days when
Current and (Roy) Wilkins and the rest of them were in
town (Jackson). There is a conversation. at the Kennedy
Library that I want to get that hasn't been released yet.
One of the Kennedy tapes when John Kennedy talked to Mayor
Allen Thompson of Jackson for a half an hour the week after
Medgar's death. I think that would be interesting as well.
But what do you think in · terms of class as a problem
in organizing?

Moses:

~/ell, .

the entr~ into the general communi ty_is _v~a that
c.l.a.ss_e?:fructure nowever--thitC 1-t - is. That certainly was my
entre inteirlis.sissippi .--Ainzfe--h""linseTf belonged to that
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Moses (cont.): class. And Amzie had a filling station that he had had a
lot of economic trouble with and SCEF had baiied him out
once. And he had a substantial brick house there and his
job with the post office, although they had kept him down
in terms of his hours or in terms of any kind of ·advancement or anything like that. But he had some kind of economic
status very clearly. Now he used that for the benefit of
the community and so he himself had very close ties with
juat · the plain people and was not on such good terms with
the rest of that class structure, teachers.
Dittmer: .

Right.

Moses:

Because in Mississippi a big part of that structure was /
the teachers, maybe ninety percent.

Dittmer:

The hardest to move?

Moses:

You couldn't, I mean you couldn't even talk to them at
that poin~Q~~ause thei~jobs~hey were so terrified of
losing their-- jobs, So it was just this small group of
·-people who were not teachers, but still they were the
entre into the community in most cases. There may be some
cases of people that moved in apart from that but I don't
know of any. I don't know how the Muslims moved in for
example when they set up. It would be interesting to find
out.

Dittmer:
Moses:

Yeah.
Now then what inevitably happened is that you may once you
are in and organizing you make your own contacts, And so
around this a different base for leadership would emerge,
Then, but then, see in Mississippi a~ __le_l:!,st until Atlantic
City problem came~~we-maae-every~ ef~Dr~_ I think to seek
:the widest comzpon basis .-"f'or the program . and _to .stick to _
~ t(l~t, -~~~ch wa~the voting __and_ around whiQh ~ver~one could
~\ ~1te. So wl1at might have been, you know, th1s · k~d of
friction between different economic groups within the
black community was not forthcoming during this early
period except of course it came forth in, when we had the
(McComb) demonstration. I guess-- because Bryant still to
this day does not think that that was the right move,
having those demonstrations. I mean he talked about it
when we were out there," you know, when I stayed over at
his house one time, It was clear from listening to him
talk that he did not agree to that. I don't know .if he
thought that ruined the movement or not • . I didn't try
to question.
And there is I think just an inherent part of his
personality also, not to like want to have that kind of
disorientation, kind of dislocation about that.

I
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•

Dittmer:

I found the same-- excuse me-~ I was just going to say that
I 'found the same thing true in Jackson when it came to the
question of boycott versus demonstrations. That you had
this conservative leadership of I.S. Sanders and R.L.T.
Smith and others, who were supporting the boycott and the
negogiations process, but once you· got out into the streets
why they just drew back in a very big hurry.

Moses:

And that is also a NAACP orientated trait. And it may be
that they, it may be training through the NAACP and that
whole orientation, or maybe that the NAACP would also attract
people who had that orientation, or both things. So that
clear you had to work-- and Amzie talked about that all the
time, about the NAACP bringing lawyers in and so forth. But
Amzie had just gotten to the point where I think he felt,
you know, they weren't going to get it. And you had to move
beyond that kind of -procedure even on the voting.
But the cla_s~i_ng _I _ think came to head at Atlantic
City. I think the analysis that went for proposal by the
Democratic Party seemed to me basically they were the NAACP,
more established people from the large cities in the delegation. Ana· the-rural delegates, delegates from the rural
areas voted against it. But there is no, I don't think there
is any, there is no roll call vote.

Dittmer:.

Yeah, I was-- and too you had people like Smith who was not
in the delegation, was he?

Moses:

No, he wasn't there, he wasn't. And that was a -- because
Smith-- I mean the people who organized the FDP in Jackson-I mean that was the other thing of course that I think the
class thing came in consciously in the organizing _ o~ the
FDP, there were some problems. I think wherever possible
people were looking to get people who would represent really
the economic status of Mississippi, that is that most people
are poor. So the~as an effort in- ·the organizing by which
to get as, in the context-· o:r-Mississippi, as radical a
delegation as you , could. And people that· would stand up,
you know, when they got to Atlantic City:~So Smith was not in the Jackson delegation which in
some ways was not, was sad because of his previous involvment
and commitment. I use to question whether Smith was a
Democrat (laughter).

Dittmer:

I

Somebody said that he was a Whig (laughter). I just have
something that I, somebody recording it was on a SNCC staff
meeting in June of '64 mentioning Mrs. (Fannie Lou) Hamer's
Congressional Campaign and quoting you as saying, "Note
that Jackson Negroes are embarassed that Mrs. Hamer is
representing them. She is too much a representative of the
masses." So it worked the other way too, that the people
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Dittmer (cont.): who were, say the upper-middle class or the upper class
in the black community were not only embarassed but
resented this new kind of indigenous leadership that
SNCC represented and fostered.
Moses r

_/I

vr

Yeah. Yeah, _I think in that, I think that went pretty
deep. I think that also would probably include your
established civil rights leadership. Because I think
the feeling was that the leadet:_~hip _f?hould somehow be
filtered throu~an _e ducation process: Any leadership
that is to emerge of black people, especially as a
potential national voice, to be a figure, that they
should have been filtered in some way. So that I think,
that would not just be a concern for your local black
educated class, but of the national groupings also as
well.

Dittmer:

Ed King speculates that one of the reasons that in the
Johnson compromise in Atlantic City (that) they named
Aaron (Henry) and him as the two delegates was that they
didn't want to have to deal with Mrs. Hamer on the
floor. Speculation, but do you think that was ••• ?

Moses:

I think, of course Bayard-- I mean we reacted very
strongly when they told us that they had chosen these
two people. One way of taking the action was that you
were reacting about whom they had chosen, you know.
And Bayard was quick to say well you can have ~rs.
Hamer if that is who you want. Although it isn't clear
whether he had any authority in, and it seems that he
did not actually do, was not in on the choosing.

Dittmer:

Yeah.

Moses:

But, I think-- it is just-- I think that the same thing
was operating there. There is a question about calling
Mrs. Hamer an illiterate woman, but I don't know if that
has been documented, you know, on any transcript or
anything like that. But this question came up in conversation with Taylor Branch.

Dittmer:

Certainly she had that feeling from, judging from
interviews I have ·read of her, adamantly saying that she
was being patronized by people like Bayard (Rustin) and
(Roy) Wilkins, and to a degree by Aaron (Henry) I think
who she had probably singled out more than anybody else
at the delegation as someone who she thought was selling
them out.
I think-- maybe I am wrong-- but I think I believe
· and I am going to say that Aaron (Henry) is probably the
most important Mississippi politician over the last
quarter century (laughter).
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Moses:

Yeah, he probably is.

Dittmer:

He has survived and I think was the key figure in the transition.

Moses:

No, there is no question about that. I am sure.

Dittmer:

That to a great extent he made the Hedding Carters possible.
Until I started reading the Delta Democratic Times and his
editorials in his period 1964-•65, I had not realized how
anti-movement he was. Of course the irony is that he comes
across as sort of a champion civil rights figure of that
period.
And that is one of the things that I am interested in
investigating further is just how these connections were made
and on what level.

Moses:

I think see what really happened to the movement-- and it
was something that I was awawre of at that time-- was that
we were struggling to try and bring Mississippi up to par
with the rest of the country. That is, that is what in effect
what was accomplished, what happened is ~ississippi is no
longer the national symbol for racism. And it is right -in
there doing the same kind of thing that everybody else is
doing.

Dittmer:

Right. Which is progress of a sort,

Moses:

And that was-- and I remember that going into the Summer
Project. That Civil Rights bill had been passed, or people
knew it was going to be passed, and it seemed to me that
white people in Missis.sippi were reacting against it and we
were just defenseless. I mean it was during that period they
were burning down churches left and right. There was no way
even to bring national attention to that. And it was in my
mind as though well they have passed this law, it doesn't
affect Mississippi at all because the public accomodations,
black people are not going to be e·a ting in those places. And
it leaves Mississippi just isolated and it is like the whole
rest of the country will be moving into a new phase with
race relations and so forth, but as far as Mississippi is
concerned it was just, you know, be back where it was.
And in some respects the rest -of the civil rights leadership had opted, had agreed, their strategy was to· get these
things which will have an effect on the enlightened parts
of the South so to speak, and then get your strength and move
on Mississippi at the- end.

(
Dittmer:

This encircling7
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Moses:

Right. And my strong--I remember--my kind of9ut feeling at
the time was that you have to bring Mississippi in with this
move, that people would just suffer incredibly if Mississippi
is left out. And I think that looking back that that probably
is a right feeling, . that is looking at what happened. Because
it certainly could have been that if Mississippi had not-- if
. the back hadn't been broken in the sixties-- it would have,
it certainly would have been the focus of, one or another focal
points of this whole
movement • There is no
question about that.

Dittmer:

Was this in your mind when you were weighing whether or not
to have the Summer Project and the volunteers?

Moses:

Yes.

Dittmer: . This was the only way that you could break through the massive
resistance on the one hand at home and this overall philosohpy
personified by Wilkins and the NAACP, but shared by others.
And that is that we will wait on Mississippi.
Moses:

V

On Mississippi. Yeah.The thing that turned me was when they
shot Louis Allen·. Because we were at a meeting in Hattiesburg,
one of several that we had been having around the st?.te thrashing out this problem, should we or should we not have this.
It had-- by that time gotten to the poinj;_wh~re i t _.:was clear
that without my making a decision one way or other it was a '
sta_I_e.mate, You lmow we had had several meetings. Local people
like Mrs. Hamer and people who were in the community wanted
the project. Some staff wanted it like Guyot, Dorie Ladner and
then you had a large number of staff that didn't want it.
So you were deadlocked, and we were carrying this deadlock
around from one meeting to another.
And we were at Hattiesburg, there were, we had those demonstrations there. And in that meeting we got a call that Louis
Allen had been shot on his front lawn. And I went over there
and talked to his wife • . And it just seemed to me like we were jus1
sitting ducks. I mean people were just totally wiped out. There
was no real reason to kill him. And they just came right up to
his house, · you know, and just gunned him right down on his
front lawn.

Dittmer:

I guess it seems that you know if they were going to do that
it would have made more sense after the ·murder of Herbert Lee
when he was this star witness. I have wondered why, what happened
in that lapse of time to • • • call for that act of assination at
that point? Or was it that they simply felt that any, that they
could absolutely do anything?

Moses:

Yeah, I took it at that point as ••• because later there were
two other bodies in that area that they turned up-- young
o
stude
·
And I iust thin'lr t:h!lt: +no,...o ,.,.,.,. ""
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Moses

(cont~):

p.20

wave going through the state in reaction to national as
well as local, you know, activity.

Dittmer:

I have a couple of other questions about McComb. Do you
have time to answer them?

Moses:

Yes.

Dittmer:

I also got a million others but I am not going to keep
you too much longer. Well anyway. What I am looking at
in the paper is probably focusing on Freedom Summer in
McComb. And I know that originally the decision was made,
wasn't it, that McComb would not be the subject of a, that
there would not be a summer project there because it was •••

Moses:

Not that there wouldn't be a summer project. The decision
was that southwest Mississippi would not have volunteers.
Which was a decision that satisfied actually two very
different constituents. One being those among the staff
who were feeling the need to have an all black project(s)
where they could escape from ·the volunteers. And people in
the Justice Department and other places who were worried
about violence in the southwest area. So we decided not to
have, to have this area-- McComb was to have a project but
it just wasn't to have volunteers in the project.

I

Dittmer:

Now about that question, I forgot in relation to this.
Once you left in late '61, early '62, was there any kind
of a SNCC presence in the McComb area until '647 I know
that Hollis (Watkins) and Curtis (Hayes) went to Hattiesburg.

Moses:

Right

Dittmer:

Was there any thing left? Had your relations with Bryant
and others in the area been broken? Or·did you still have
contacts there?

Moses:

vle still had contacts and basically .I_,___we_did .. McComb as a
· part of Reverend Smit~_Qampaign. So for the winter of
'61, '62 we had meetings there, you know. But_ we didn't
have an office, I mean we didn't have anyone to man an
office and I guess the movement there had gotten to a
point where we had a local p·e rson that we could set up.
And the students, well we were busy with all of the McComb
students in Jackson because we had the responsibility for
them, kind of watching over them. And then after that we
went-- Amzie came down in the winter or spring of '62 and
he was ready to have the Delta project take off. So that
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Moses (cont.): summer we were up there. So we didn't, we didn't have
really the manpower to keep a presence in southwest
Mississippi. I don't think we, we didn't have anyone in
either Walthall or McComb or Amite (county).
So all that was involved was my moving down, you know,
to visit. I mean I would periodically swing through
particularly Amite (county) and McComb, you know, and
check on various people, talk to people. But we didn't have
an actual organizer in any of these places until '64.

·-

Dittmer:

Until the early summer of '64? Once the Project, the overall Project began, the McComb project was sort of part of
that?

Moses:

Part of that. I am not sure who was assigned.

Dittmer:

There are a number of names. Ralph Featherstone for one.
Mendy Samstein for another, you know, these people are
recorded as being there. Now I don't know who was •••

Moses:

Ralph (Featherstone) didn't go because he-- after the murder~
Ralph opted to go to Neshoba. So he went right on straight
there.

Dittmer:

Jesse Harris was he ••• ?

Moses:

Jesse might have gone.

Dittmer:

Yeah, that is another name that •••• But I am sort of
uncertain on chronology because it just sort of-- apparently
people were going, were in and out quite a bit that
summer.

Moses:

But there had to be, there was to be somebody. I would have
to look at the records. There was to be somebody who was,
you know, based in (r."lcComb). (Break)
Featherstone went straight to Neshoba. Now-- I don't
think, I think he stayed in Neshoba county all that summer.

Di ttrner:

What about the decision to bring in, to send volunteers
eventually? How was •••

Moses:

Well, I think it was (Jim) Forman who did that, and Dorie
(Ladner). Dorie was very upset about not having, having
an area where white people were excluded and so forth. And
she began taking whi t e people down to Natchez. I don't know
if she took them down to McComb or what. But Forman came
through on that and "took the first group down into McComb.
He was also upset by it.
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Dittmer:

What was the nature of his being upset?

Moses:

Well Forman I guess basically was, you know, thought it
should be integrated. Because even though Forman went into
the organization around the (time) when it took its nationalist turn, he himself always had more of a position as a
socialist and a position on integration however loosely
because that never got content, I mean what inte gration was.
But on that question ! .. think he was not a nationalist in the
sense of well wanting to set up something that was racially
exclusive in any area or point, or for any project. Or even
I don't think for giving people kind of an umbrella, willing
to be under, within a l arger context which was racially
mixed and having some k i nd of enclave that they could operate
out of which was racially homogenous. I don't think that
Forman saw that as a way of operating.
So I remember he came through and we came through with a
list I think. Sutherland?

l
Dittmer:

Okay, yeah there is a book.

Moses:

Right. And they went on down, I think they took some other
people down with them and began to •••• And then I guess
there were some of the white volunteers also who were feeling strong. And I am not sure how Dennis (Sweeney) to McComb,

Dittmer:

I spoke with Bob Stone who was one of the white volunteers
there.

Moses:

In McComb?

Dittmer:

Yeah. In fact he has some papers that he let me see that were
rather interesting stuff. Some of which he had written and
other things that were going on. But his impression of McComb
was that they did not have the kinds of interracial problems
that were recorded in other sections of the state during the
summer in McComb. And his, at least that was his perception
and his reasoning was that because the level of terror was
so high that it drew people closer together. Did you spend
much time in McComb that summer and what some of your impressions of the project there, and the white community as
opposed to other areas in the state?

Moses:

I didn't, I went through there a couple of times. But I didn't
spend any real extensive time. I think I went down there
after they had been shot into.

Dittmer:

There was a bombing too of •••

Moses:

Yeah, well Mendy (Samste i n) I guess, Mendy was down there
when the shooting occure d or when the bombing occured. I
•
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Moses (cont.): there also, that more experienced people should go down
if they were going to have white people. So that could,
that might have been a big factor too if Mendy was down
there because Mendy of course knew the staff people.
Dittmer:

Yeah.

Moses:

And had very good relations with them. And would a~ I
think be able to handle the volunteers in terms of working
with them. Maybe help smooth over some of those rough
encounters or something like talking to the volunteers.
So I think, I am sure that that had a lot to do with the
tone of the project.

Dittmer:

What sort of cooperation did COFO with the same the kinds
of people who you were working with in '61 there? Bryant,
Mrs. Quin, and others.

Moses:

. Well, Mrs. Quin was working, she, I think right straight
( through she was alway s , you know, supporting the movement in the way in which she did, could support it. And
(vJebb) Owens and the Nobles I guess. I mean I think
) Bryant,
one thing he was geographically isolated because
Beartown is kind of ge ographically separated and it is not
heavily populated over there. I never- had the feeling
that he had a great influence ~w~th-the leadership of the
people in Burglundtown that we __ had _gotten together. And I
think Owens had much more _impact and influence with them.
Owens was the person that went around with me, you know,
to collect the money. And he made his rounds daily because he wasn't working, you know, this was a big part
of his life. He was really committed to seeing this
/ through. And so he would be, he was the kind of person
I who would be talking to, you know, those key people . .
And so I don't think that aside from Bryant and maybe
some of the people that he had very close influence over
in Beartown, I don't think, I don't have the sense of the
rest of the community being affected by that. I remember
that he did start a · NAACP youth group with his son in
Beartown. But I think that Joe Martin was a part of that,
it would be interesting to ask him.

Dittmer:

Yeah.

Moses:

Because he was from Beartown. I think he was a part of
that youth group. But it would be good to check, he might
have .some real recollections of that.

Dittmer:

So it would not really be until post-Freedom Summer, after
the wave of bombings t ook place in McComb and on into '65
that Bryant would onc e again sort of be the community
leader in terms of-- maybe community leader isn't the right
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Dittmer (cont.): word. But he would one of a handful of people singled
out by whites who for one reason or another were more
than willing to negogiate. And from the correspondance
that I am finding in '65-'66 he seems to be the person
that whites are most interested in talking to, and the
person who is getting the strongest criticism from
FDP kinds of people in the area. With Harry Bowie sort
of trying to hold e verything together, but being re garded
as something of a, as too dangerous by certainly the
white establishment.
Moses:
Dittmer1

Moses:

You know that period I don't have any first hand acquaintance with.
But that is one of the things that I am interested in
looking at. Is what happens in these communities in
this period sort of 1965-'687 What kind of leadership
do you have, how has the movement changed that community
in terms of the way i t addresses its problems.
Yeah. Well the thing in McComb was that we never did get
an organization, 'cause they might talk about undermining
the NAACP , but we ne ver tried to set up an organization
that would be direct competition with the NAACP , not
even
say a branch of COFO.
)

Dittmer:

Right.

Moses:

And in fact with COFO we didn't use it as a vechicle for
setting up loca~-org anizations, that came with FDF. Which
in some senses was more an indigenous and local effort,
in the sense that it didn't involve any of the national
civil rights organiz a tions. And it did have a clear
rationale and a clear vechicle for establishing leadership,
and the leadership was to, and should be local people.
People who were regi s tered or wanted to register to vote,
wanted to participate in local politics.
So there for the f irst time was a clear vechicle for
grass roots organizat ion, and that was the only one
actually which we enc ouraged to try to use to organize
groups that would have an identity. Because I remember in
McComb people after ' 61, after the summer, people were,
you know, very curiou s to know what was SNCC, and how
can we join SNCC, th en we have some kind of identif ication
with SNCC.

.
!

Dittmer:

Sell memberships like i the NAACP (laughter).

Moses:

I guess where we mis s ed the point which we could have
done was the distribu tion or selling of the Student Voice,
something like that.
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Dittmer:

Right.

Moses:

Setting the basis in the South for selling then a student
paper, because people I think would have identified with it.
But we weren't thinking right, you know, in terms of those
terms. But we were not trying to organize at that point in
competition to say a local NAACP chapter deliberately because
we weren't, we were ro~ious not to.
And of course there was a discussion in SNCC as to what
kind of organization should SNCC be? And should it have
chapters? And all of that, I mean that was an ongoing discussion. So there wasn't any organization that was left out
of the movement. So it would-- I mean there were new people
that emerged I guess.

(

Dittmer:

So it was mainly FDP being more in McComb and representing
their •••

Moses:

Well somebody like Joe Martin I think is a very good case
to try and •••

Dittmer:

Yeah, I hope to talk with him.

Moses:

Because he is certainly coming out of the movement and
certainly has had a wide experience through participating
in marches in different places in Mississippi.

Dittmer:

Right.

Moses:

And then you are moving into this leadership position in his
hometown. It doesn't seem that he has a very visible role,
I mean that white people in general would be aware of, as
they are aware of Bryant say. But certainly, clearly a very
important role in terms of institutions. So I don't know how
many other people there are like Joe.

Dittmer:

So there was this consciousness from the beginning that FDP
was going to be apart from COFO? I mean was there talk for
example of founding a COFO party that was ••• ?

Moses:

No, that was clear. I mean was COFO--see COFO was always
tenuous because noone trusted it.

Dittmer:

Right.

Moses:

I mean that was a problem. SNCC didn't, NAACP didn't, SCLC
was happy with it becau s e it provided them with a vechicle
which they otherwise wouldn't have had working in the state.
And CORE was happy with it for the same reason. And it basically
was, you know, was put together you had Aaron Henry and kedgar
(Evers) and so we could work with them, you know, to get this
kind of umbrella group. But the SNCC staff didn't-- you know
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Moses (cont.):

a lot of us were under heavy criticism, you know, a lot.
So it wasn't the kind of thing that you could put a lot
of energy into. Be~ause if people, .~our basic staff
that you are count1ng on for organ1z1ng have a real
.ambivalence, you know, about this organization and its
existence and what it really does, you can't pour real
energy into organizing (for it), they won't do it.

(

Dittmer:

You hear a couple of things about-- one (is) COFO equaled
SNC C. The resentment on the part of NAACP and others that
SNC C was making all the decisions for COFO. The feelin g
that (Dave) Dennis described to me from CORE is that he
had some problems with the front office and COFO getting
credit for projects t hat CORE wishes that they would have-in fact I guess there was a problem with the Summer
Project when CORE jumped ahead and announced-- national
CORE-- announced more or less as though it was its idea.
, Then that CORE, that COFO was simply a paper organization,
put together in order to please the foundations, to
channel funds in throu gh YEP (Voter Education Project).

Moses:

Well I never--let me take that last one first. I never
thought that because my own feeling was that-- and it was
expressed by people around the state many times and was
very strong in McComb-- people wanted_ to __ have the feeling
that all of their organizations were working Togeth-er: -

Dittmer:

Right.

Moses:

In Mississippi. And I think, I am sure that this has to
do with the nature of the opposition (that) we were talking about before with these highly organized at the
state level, the violence and opposition. So I think
people felt threatened to the point where they really
felt the need for the unity among themselves to confront,
you know, the opposition.
And this is wh~ Lwas__r-esponding to, I think, in
seeking to organize COFO initially, the initial, I mean
what prompted me in term~f' talking t -o- Dave (Dennis),
and to Medgar and Aaron (Henry). To try and get a
vechicle for this-,- be c ause I viewed it also as something
very positive, that wa s working for people in the state.
I mean if you had in t he state this real strong feeling
for a need for unity t hen that becomes a very strong
vechicle for building something. Because it makes it
possible to think of a common program. So that certainly,
certainly started. We would have to go back and look at
the record because my feeling is that my, that motivation
and everything was there, I remember feeling it in McComb
in '61 and beginning ~ o act on it when we went to Jackson.

I
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Moses (cont.): Now my feeling is that that predated the foundation
. discussions, or at least our knowledge of the foundation
\ ~iscussions. COFO, the negogiations about setting up
~ F O was under way prior to •••
Dittmer:

Oh, that is interesting •

Moses:

And maybe it would be important to check that out because
that might just scoth that hypothesis, that was the reason
for its coming into being.
The problems about the projection and who got credit
for what were always with us, but they seemed, I think they
were problems of the national organizations.

Dittmer:

Yeah.

Moses:

SNCC, CORE, NAACP, SCLC. And they got carried from battleground to battleground. I mean they ware just-- certainly
CORE in discussing how it should participate in COFO, what
they wanted and which we a greed to was a geographical
area sothey could have visibility, so they could identify
this as CORE's project. So that was always a question,
always a problem in COPO, that is that this, which organization would get credit for what work. But - ~h e thing is
that none of the organizations could complain I don't
vthink because all during that period everyone's income
rose.

Dittmer:
Moses:

Yeah.
So SNCC's budget got bigger and they raised money and at
the same time that COFO was raising money. And CORE also.
And I am sure the same thing ror the NAACP and SCLC. So
it isn't, no one could say this grouping here in Mississippi
is somehow detracting, you know, the overall ability of
the different organizations to raise money because that
just, it turned out not to be true. In fact it seemed that
people w~r~_so _ happy to find one area where all the organI izations were working together that it spurred contributions.
It certainly spurred i n terest in Mississippi. A lot of
people I think came to try and do something and help in
Mississippi because it was a place where they could work
'
with all the organizat i ons.
I

\
Dittmer:

Yeah.

Moses:

You know without aliena ting this friend over here who was
in this organization-- not that that person was in
Mississippi--but it was someone that they wanted to work
with.
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Dittmer:

Did you see a consciousness developing among people in the
communities where you were working as being COFO, or part of
COFO?

Moses:

Yeah, it was and I remember June Johnson, she was saying in
Greenwood that people were asking her what has happened to
COFO. And this was after FDP was, you know, got launched,
because _FDP kind .. _o:f... t9oJi_Q_Y.e-~O-and--th-e-org.ani-za±ions- .
And it was, it was difficult to get, to give a real expression
of COFO, I mean you could do it around the program, and as
long as we had the voting program as a clear voting program,
you could do it, Because all those complicated factors, all
those different organizations, national,local, you know, all
of that; everyone could get into it.
But then when the voting got mixed with politics, so the
money was cut off from FDP, so you couldn't use COFO then.
You had to do the voting with MFDP. Money was cut off from
VEP.

Dittmer:

VEP, yeah.

Moses:

Then you had to use FDP and there wasn't any other clear
vechicle for COFO at least-- I mean we didn't have the time
to organize such a program, or the people, Say as something
like a Headstart or some kind of educational program for
people in the state. Talking with people, people were talking
to us about these kinds of things.
And of course-- the other p*ogram which would have been
ideal for COFO would have been_ the li teracy- (pro.g:ramr. If
that ha§ ever been--able to, you know, comple-te itself.

I
~
Dittmer:

You were quite interested in that weren't you?

Moses:

Well, you know that it was a former teacher of mine .••

Dittmer:

At Hamilton?

Moses:

Blythe. I had gotten in the literacy early and was looking at
talking to someone in Atlanta who was doing
program
instruction and I was interested in trying to use it for
literacy. And then when I found Blythe, that he was in that
area, He had left Hamilton and was working with Diabold.
I went and talked with him. And then we talked to Courier
at the Taconic Foundation and then he agreed to finance it.
And I went over with the idea that, of training our
people down there to write the programs and actually building
a force of technicians. So he was-- it was exciting-- he was
very excited about it. But it turned out to be too good, so
then people got to figh t ing about it. You know the story ,,,

Dittmer:

I am not •• ,
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Moses:

Diabold and Blythe got to arguing about who owned the material.

Dittmer:

Oh, I didn't know, I didn't.

Moses:

So that is what happened. It ended up in a court case • . It
would be interesting to tra.ck that down. Because it is another
way in which the society doesn't work. I mean it really pointed
out to me how difficult it is to get anything throught to poor
people. I mean here you have this program, I mean Tougaloo I
guess with a · budget of $8 0 ,000 a year. They sent it through
Tougaloo College-- the Taconic Foundation. They were paying
Blythe, half of his salary with Diabold. And that included
you pay his money and jus t as much you gave to Diabold.

)

~

Dittmer:

Right.

Moses:

You know this consulting business. And here all of these SNCC
workers, really a talented group of people from within SNCC
who were working on this . •• (Break) So you had these people,
and we got, I mean we had an artist who carne down from New
York who was doing the drawings. And they were really beg inning
to-- and the other idea wa s to turn out these materials working with the local popula t ion. One thing that it struck me
because I had begun to do some teaching in Greenville before
it started just to get my feet wet, to see what it was like
and reading the program ma terials and teaching adults to read.
One thing that struck me was that (in) one of the programs
they were teaching the word can and they had a picture of a
garbage can, and so they couldn't teach it, I couldn't teach
it to this-- it was a man - --because when he saw that his
reaction was a can, this garbage can. He couldn't get the
"c" sound or any other sound.
So I mean it just struck me the importance of getting
the materials to be relevant, based in the population. So
that is the other thing that they were trying to do was get
this immediate feedback and get materials which were based
to people. So this idea a pparently had some viability
internationally and Blythe began to be called upon to talk
to
groups and so forth. And the United Nations got
interested in this kind of training. And that is when the
thing, things got heavy. And so Diabold got interested I
guess and in the material s themselves. And so then they went
into a court case.
I suppose it might have been different if we had the
foresight to try to have Blythe work full-time on it. And ask
him if he would quit Diabold and then maybe if-- I don't know
if we could have gotten Taconic and maybe some other foundaions to agree to a long r ange funding, and fund Blythe to
give him some security. I mean to take him on as a part of
their staff or set him up with Tougaloo or part of their staff
or some kind of arrangeme n t. Than maybe we wouldn't have gotten
into the problem.
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Dittmer:

So once it got tied up i n the courts that was it?

Moses:

All
And
And
was

that money, all that energy, all that vision, you know.
know one, no way to really, you know, get around it.
the'. movement had its own problems by then because this

'65.

Dittmer:

Right.

Moses:

And so it really was off . But here, that would have been a
beautiful unifying program for COFO. You could have sold
that COFO . None of the constituent~ of COFO could have
disagreed about that programr.--Andyo~~ 9~l~ _ have gotten it
funded, and you could have set up·; ·y ou could have reactivated
q.ll those COFO
·- ----- . - - -

Dittmer:

What was the major problem? Was it that after '65 you had
the passage of the Civil Rights Bill, passage of the Voting
Rights Act, finding areas where everyone-- a broader base
for agreement and organization?

Moses:

That was one-- I mean because you had to overcome the split
at A tlantt_c _ city, right~ l3trt-the only- way -toovercome·- ur-at
'Vvas- programatically •· Y-ou had to ~get a ·-progr-anr;--a- 'l.lflifying
program that would;-··alr your Misslsslppi people, your grass roots people woul~al}__~gree ~s ~~~~_n~h~are all not
agreeing. Som__§ of them ar.e. sa..ying Demgcrat.i.c-Party, some of
them are saying FDP, some want th.Es-and that. But everyone
could agree ·yes we should teach -everybocfy, ·-t -each our people
how to read. · ---- ---- - -··
-·- --·-

Dittmer:

Right.

Moses:

Right. There would be no opposition to that among your grassroots (people). So the leaders would have to come in despite
of their might wanting it to be organizationally attached or
something like that. They would have to come in. And because
it was a program really was linked to the COFO operation in
the state, you know with SNCC, I am not sure if any, there
may have been some CORE f ield secretaries training too, I am
not sure. But basically we were just calling on anyone who
was within SNCC, Mississippi field staff, who wanted to
train themselves to do this. So it would have I think been
a natural thing for COFO to do. Bu t again you don't know-I mean if that also not p art of the whole move to dislocate
the movement.
There was some funny things going on at Diabold because
there was a guy there who was very curious about me when I
was there talking. Talked to me at length and was saying that
he was a representative of the Ford_Ep_undation or something
like-- knew people in the F~rd ~ o~dati~n-- and that, you
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Moses (cont.): know, they were interested in some of the money that they
sloughed off. live went through long discussions and everything and then it turned out, John (Blythe) said that the
Diabold people found out that he had lied to them. He was
parading as a mathmatician and had said that he had got
his Ph.d . from Princeton and everything. And it turned out
that he .hadn't and wasn't and they got rid of him. But
/
he extracted an awful lot of information from me.
Dittmer:

Huh. Well , I have to, I am picking up on bits and pieces.
I have got something here. I don't know if I sent you a
copy of this or not. But I went to the FBI, I asked the
FBI in terms of my Freedom of Information Act request~
did I send you a copy of that. And this is over a year
old. But this-- you can keep that if you like I have an
extra.
But this just shows the pages that they have gotten, or
that they are willing to admit that they have on each of
these organizations. And I have been trying to break it
down so that I can have access to them and of course am
caught up in the middle of everything .

Moses:

Certainly
(President of Tougaloo) was a
key move. Because it would have been difficult to get
that literacy program, you know, through, into the state
and have a base in tfie-s~ate in:Some institution like
Tougaloo. I mean Tougaloo was perfe-ct.

Dittmer:

Well, for future thing s too.

N,oses :

Yeah .

Dittmer:

The poverty program •••• I am tracking that through the
Brown (University) connection now. You know
well just a short story on that. But
told me
that-- of course he was fired and he had no inkling that
he was going to be fired. He said he came to Tougaloo with
the idea that, with the agreement, that he would be allowed
to serve as president past age sixty-five. He said that
he never would have left Wisconsin ••• if he didn't have
understanding. He had no idea before that meeting in early
'64 I guess, the Board meeting, that anybody had any
dissatisfaction with his work. When he asked Wes Hotchkiss
who was on the United Church-- key member of the Board
at the time-- what, who was leading the opposition and
he mentioned one of t he people most anxious to see him
leave was Barnaby Keaning, the President at Brown . vJell
Keaning wasn't even on the Board. This was at the beginning
ot the Brown-Tougaloo relationship. And of course this was
very important to Tougaloo at the time to have this
connection. So
said that he wrote to Keaning
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Dittmer (cont.):

shortly thereafter, try to get hold of him saying why
is this, why are you opposing me? Got no answer but
shortly thereafter got an angry letter from Hotchkiss
saying that he should never have written Keaning and
that futhermore that Hotchkiss denied ever having told
him.

Moses:

Told him anything about it.

Dittmer:

Of course the obvious thing-- I don't know how coincidental it is-- that we have learned since then and before
he died he admitted it, all during this time Keaning
was working for the CIA.

Moses:

Oh my God.

Dittmer:

You know that is not just supposition. It was a fact-not In these Times but maybe it was In these Times
that brought this out a couple of years ago. And of
course I was at Brown at the time and it got a big play.
But Keaning, in his, shortly before he died said yes
I was working for the CIA all this time (and) I am
proud of it, I was serving my country. So these are-you know, again, maybe it was just the president of
Bro~n wanting to establish Tougaloo as a respectable
educational institution and not a civil rights college.
But I don't believe that (laughter).
When you look at the massive FBI and I am uncovering
that-- I mean a lot of it is already out of course-the FBI surveillance at Atlantic City. And using the tap
on King's phone to get information concerning FDP.
And the epople involved. Bill Moyers was right in the
middle of that as the connection between •••

Moses:

The White House •••

Dittmer:

Yeah, Deke ()ec~~ct\
was the FBI agent and Moyers was
his contact. (Break) Yeah, here is an interesting letter.
Were you aware or did you suspect the extent of the
surveillance and of the high level efforts of the
administration to get rid of you with as little problem
as possible.

Moses:

We heard, I mean during the time of the convention we
hear about Johnson, you know, calling people, but I
didn't know •••• We heard that he was down to federal
judgeship appointments, you know, and that kind of
thing. But I guess I just was naive about the way in
which the FBI works.
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Dittmer:

During the Congressiona l investigation (of the) late seventies why , I have some i nformation on that. Apparently t hey
had fifteen or twenty agents there who were actively
working on mainly gathering intelligence to send back to
Johnson. And as I said there for awhile when it was getting
hot and heavy he (Johnson) was on the phone to Atlantic City
about every five minute s. His logs are just full ••. to
Moyers, to Walter Jenk i ns who was his major operative on t he
floor. And to Connally and Russel and the other southern
big whigs. And of cour s e Reuther being flown in and whether
it was paranoia or what he was generally alarmed at what you
your doing .

Moses:

Yeah.

Dittmer:

And I can't believe ~~at is was just that he honestly believed
he would lose to 6-t? t -·t ·-· <: / · : __ •
·

Moses:

Oh no. What interests me is that there was no, no center of
rallying within the Democratic Party, there was no place
you could really get any one to come out openly and lead and
attack, you know, to support this. That is what, I just maybe
feel that there was no real, the _Party !'las__ hopeless.

X
Dittmer:
Moses:

At the end you couldn't count on anybody to -make this an
issue.
You couldn't-- it didn't have within it what was needed to
lead some kind of frontal attack on the basic problems of
the country. Because if you couldn't get people to do any. thing on this issue .•• if everyone just, you know, saw
their own particular personal position as somehow more
important or in the longe range evolution of the country ••••
Then it seemed like they really were, really deviod of any
j real substance. That is why I felt afterwards that the FDP
1
should concentrate on an independent political organizing.
l
It didn't seem to me-- and still nothing _has chang ed.

l

Dittmer:

Yeah, that is what I as ked. It seems like •••

Moses:

There is nothing •••
•
Here we have Mondale who was instrumental in the •••

Dittmer:
Moses:
Dittmer:

I

I mean it is like this, that was his part of his price to
move into this position .•••
No, I can't get upset a bout any of the liberal gnashing of
teeth t hat if Jessie Jac kson runs why that will deprive
Mondale the great candi d.ate (laughter) the support he nee ds
to win.
End of I n terview.

